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SVS PB16-ULTRA SUBWOOFER.
THE ULTIMATE REFERENCE STANDARD
FOR BASS HAS ARRIVED.

Sophisticated and authoritative, SVS reinvented every
subwoofer component platform, scrutinized every
cabinet angle and added three never-before-seen
innovations that put the PB16-Ultra at a higher echelon
of innovation, performance and usability than any
subwoofer in history.

ASTONISHING, ALL NEW 16” SVS
SUBWOOFER DRIVER WITH INNOVATIVE 8”
EDGE WOUND VOICE COIL.

Specially designed fiberglass composite driver with
extremely low stiffness to mass ratio is matched with
the largest voice coil ever employed in a consumer
subwoofer. The result is unprecedented output and
low frequency extension with the control, accuracy and
speed in transients you expect from SVS.

STUNNINGLY POWERFUL AND REFINED,
ALL NEW 1,500 WATTS CONTINUOUS,
5,000+ WATTS PEAK POWER CLASS D SLEDGE
AMPLIFIER WITH FULLY DISCRETE OUTPUT.

One of the most powerful amplifiers ever deployed for a
consumer subwoofer effortlessly delivers power through
high efficiency MOSFET transistors. The innovative
design combines the efficiency and low dissipation of
Class D with the power advantages of being discrete to
achieve nearly limitless output and depth, with nary a
trace of distortion.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

» Proprietary 16” SVS Driver with Massive 8” Edge Wound
  Voice Coil
» 1,500 Watts Continuous, 5,160 Watts Peak Dynamic
  Power Sledge Amplifier
» Innovative Apple iOS and Android App for Subwoofer
  Control and Bass Management
» Premium Black Oak and Piano Gloss Black Finish
» Protective, Non-resonant Steel Mesh Grille
» Frequency Response: 15-280 Hz ± 3 dB
» Dimensions (w/ grille): 25” H X 21.7” W X 30.9” D
» Weight: 174.5 lbs (55.3 kg)

INTELLIGENT TWO-WAY BLUETOOTH
SMARTPHONE APP SIMPLIFIES BASS
MANAGEMENT AND SUBWOOFER SETUP.

Mobile app for iOS and Android is most convenient
option available to adjust volume, crossover frequencies,
parametric EQ, polarity, room gain and all DSP functions.
Bidirectional feedback shows adjustments in real time. IR
Remote and front panel control also available.